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The Enchanted CandleCrafting and Casting Magickal LightCitadel Press
The author of Book of Shadows digs deep into the practices and principles of Witchcraft to provide a comprehensive guidebook that anyone̶novices and seasoned practitioners alike̶can use to incorporate the beauty and power ofWicca into their own daily lives. Phyllis Curottʼs first book, Book of Shadows, was an inspirational, spiritual memoir that chronicled her journey from Ivy League-educated, New York City attorney to Wiccan High Priestess. By inviting readers of all faiths to share in her own personal transformation,
Phyllis debunked many of the myths surrounding Wicca and revealed it for what it really is: a spiritual movement whose tenets of Goddess worship and reverence for Nature were a great deal more accessible and familiar than sheʼd ever expected. Far from being just another mechanical spell book, Witch Crafting is the first book to offer readers not only the how-to of Witchcraft, but also the why-to, explaining the profound spiritual tenets behind Wiccan techniques. Filled with both traditional and innovative shamanic practices,
Phyllis also provides an empowering new definition of magic and reexamines the ethics under which Witchcraft is practiced, offering a groundbreaking alternative to the Threefold Law. With enchanting stories from Curottʼs own experiences, Witch Crafting will also teach you how to: • Master the secret arts of effective spellcasting • Create sacred space and personal rituals • Perform divinations for spiritual insight and earthly success • Tap into the power of altered states, such as dreaming, meditation, prayer, and trance • Keep a
magical journal and create your own Book of Shadows Rich with detailed advice for making magic, working with Nature, and finding the Divine within, as well as thought-provoking evaluations of this remarkable spirituality, Witch Crafting is the special volume that youʼve been searching for. Whether you are a beginner or have been practicing Witchcraft for years, whether you worship in a coven or on your own, Witch Crafting is the ideal handbook for you, or anyone seeking to unlock the divine power that makes real magic
happen and experience the ecstasy, energy, and gifts of the Universe more fully.
For centuries, Pagan seekers of love, fortune, health, healing, and protection have used candles as a vital part of their rituals. That's why Wiccan expert and practitioner Lady Rhea began creating enchanted candles over twenty years ago -- each of them hand-carved, encased in glass, and embellished with seals, oils, and other decorations. Now, to show you how to create your very own enchanted candles at home, Lady Rhea has written a book based on her underground classic of the same name -- designed to meet your
specific needs and personalized by your own guiding spirit. Using the powers of fragrance, color, shape, exotic oils, and fire, these candles are the perfect vessels to send your spells and wishes out into the astral realm. Book jacket.
Эта книга о том, как научиться переживать самые непростые жизненные этапы и темные времена с помощью карт Таро. В ней «леди Таро» Тереза Рид и Шахин Миро рассказывают, как поддержать себя и укрепить свои силы с помощью архетипических образов Старших арканов Таро, специальных раскладов, а также аффирмаций, магических ритуалов, нумерологии и др
вредных привычек, разрушительных эмоций, а также превратить свои слабости в силу, встретившись лицом к лицу со своей Тенью. Перестав отрицать и избегать ее, вы сделаете ее своим оружием и сможете найти собственный путь к выходу из темных времен и жизненных трудностей.В формате PDF A4 сохранён издательский дизайн.
The Enchanted Formulary
Conjuring Style and Grace to Get What You Want
The Demon-Haunted World
Feline Fascinations, Spells and Magick
Find the Magic in Yourself
The Magical Art of Crafting Charm Bags
This is the book that the most boring person would write when they discovered life’s possibilities. Meet Jens, a hectic, neurotic self-proclaimed adventurer, and his very individual account of one hundred different activities he tried over the course of three years (2010–2013). From rafting to security guard certifications to crocheting, everything had a lesson, and these lessons are shared in this book. Look forward to the German answer to Winston
Wolfe explaining one way to live life. → This is the book if you decide to break out of your routines and discover the abundance of what you can do in your free time.
The proper oils, blends and fragrances are central to the practice of Wicca and essential for many spells, candle magick, mojo bags, ritual bathing, incenses, floor washes, potpourri, anointing sacred objects and much more. For over 30 years, Wiccan expert Lady Rhea has been creating her own special formulas that she supplies to Pagan stores the world over - and now she is sharing them with readers everywhere! Includes advice on locating ingredients
and recipes for over 300 blends.
Not so very long ago, Yuletide was as much a chilling season of ghosts and witches as it was a festival of goodwill. In The Old Magic of Christmas you'll find a Christmas bestiary and a White Witch's herbal, as well as tips for delving more deeply into your relationship with the unseen. Bring the festivities into your home with cookie recipes and ornament making while brushing elbows with veiled spirits and discovering the true perils of elves. Rife
with the more frightful characters from folklore and the season's most petulant ghosts, this book takes you on a spooky sleigh ride from the silvered firs of a winter forest to the mirrored halls of the Snow Queen.
An invaluable reference on candle magic for beginners as well as experienced magic practitioners. Jacki Smith has been crafting magic candles for more than twenty-five years. In Coventry Magic with Candles, Oils, and Herbs, she shares recipes, spells, and divinations anyone can use to increase love, prosperity, luck, and abundance. Often, when doing magic to help solve a problem, Jacki writes, we don’t realize the source of the issue we’re facing.
Jacki Smith uses the humor of her own life experiences to show readers how to ferret out the underlying issues and beliefs that can often sabotage magical spells. Coventry Magic with Candles, Oils, and Herbs is an invaluable reference for beginners as well as experienced magic practitioners. The book features: Basic tips for candle carving Using Tarot, gemstones, and elementals in candle spells A guide to hundreds of candles and how to use them in a
myriad of ways An herb and oil encyclopedia Jacki’s seven steps approach to personal magic
The Enchanted Inn
Lusinda and the Enchanted Candle
Witchy Crafts
Coventry Magic with Candles, Oils, and Herbs
A Witch's Guide to Spellcasting with Crochet, Knotwork & Weaving
The Little Book of Cottagecore
“Odds and Ends.” “Yearning, Learning and Earning.” “Letters and Betters.” “Wills and Thrills.” “Prologues and Epilogues.” “In Whole and in Part.” “The Last Cast of the Past.”
"This book combines real-life sex and relationship advice with ancient occult knowledge. The spells work on a spiritual and practical level and are inclusive of the entire dating experience, including pain and love. Readers learn the art of spellcraft combined with communication and confidence techniques for maximum efficiency"-Lady Rhea, Queen of Candle Magick, has long been New York City's special, magickal treasure. She is a font of spellcraft, lore, and knowledge, both mystical and common-sense. For decades, many have made pilgrimages to Lady Rhea's shop to learn from her, as well as to obtain the unique, power-blasting candles that she creates. This new, expanded edition of her book, The Enchanted Candle, makes Lady Rhea's wisdom and magickal expertise accessible to all. In these pages, Lady Rhea shares her techniques, secrets, and history, so that you, too, are empowered to achieve your goals and dreams. ---Judika Illes, author of The Encyclopedia of 5000 Spells, Encyclopedia of Spirits, The Big Book of Practical Spells and other books of magick. The Enchanted Candle includes rituals for every occasion together with details on the basics of 'how to do it' and most important why this all works. All aspects are here: candles, oils, herbs & seals, all the ancillary items plus where to find them. This is a complete book that you'll use time and again. ----Raymond Buckland, author of the Practical Candleburning Rituals and Advanced Candle Magick.
Spark your imagination and bring crafting into your Witchcraft with this fun and accessible guide to the magickal power of crochet, knotwork, and needlework. Witch and crochet expert Opal Luna shows you how to move magical intention from your mind into your hands through practical exercises, creative techniques, and more than 60 craft projects. Fiber Magick provides many ways to enhance your magick through fiber arts. Discover the tools of the trade, the power of color, and a variety of weaving, braiding, and knotting methods. Learn how to use sigils, deities, and correspondences in your practice. Explore
how fiber magick can be woven in your holiday celebrations and rites of passage. From healing and protection magick to making poppets, this remarkable book offers everything you need to reach your goals.
The Enchanted Candle
Crafting and Casting Magickal Light
100 Mystical Formulas for Success, Love, Wealth, and Wellbeing
The Big Book of Candle Magic
Zenith: Guide to Candle Magic
Creative Crafts and Miniatures
Learn how to optimize your opportunities and draw success with this no-nonsense approach to prosperity magick. Providing an accessible foundation grounded in the seven Hermetic principles and the four elements, author Ellen Dugan explores how it can be combined with the law of attraction to improve your future. Along your journey you will discover: Success spells, good luck charms, talismans, and coin magick The law of attraction and the magick of manifestation How to remove obstacles to your success Your personal magickal energy and how it affects your spellwork Herb and crystal magick Planetary magick and prosperity
deities Filled with humor and candid advice, Practical Prosperity Magick is everything you've come to expect from Ellen Dugan. Join her as she explores practical and advanced techniques for using transformative magick to change your luck and unlock personal and financial success.
Weave Magic Into Your Handmade Craft Projects Create powerfully magical crafts, tools, and more with this unique book offering step-by-step instruction for sixty witchy crafts you'll treasure for years to come. Let personal energy flow through your hands and into these fun and imaginative ideas especially designed for witches. Witchy Crafts is an illustrated two-part manual with Part One covering techniques, preparing your craft projects, and gathering the necessary materials. In Part Two, you’ll find all sixty craft projects with detailed instructions. Infuse magic into essential ritual items such as chalices and wands. Create magical
home décor like a goddess cornucopia and crocheted pentacle coasters. Make accessories from bags to jewelry, construct a charm box, whip up your own herbal soap, and much more. Along with color photos, step-by-step drawings, and correspondence charts, you'll also find numerous helpful tips. Learn how to craft by the seasons, avoid common mistakes, and form a craft group.
With that fleeting fancy passing, he begins his second stint at putting his life down in print. He transfers what’s wildly written on paper onto his computer. All his earned, learned and yearned years of life, rife with strife come alive on his computer. Every morning he awakes with the next ten or so pages in his mind written the night before. He writes like a man possessed and he is. He’s reliving every moment of his life through writ, bit by bit, and it’s wild. Each experience is pushed through the keys on the keyboard. As it passes through him it feels like it’s happening now. Smells and scenes of days gone by are so lucid in his mind. He
feels physical reactions when writing them down. His memory now is like a snowball rolling down a snow-covered hill recanting every minute detail of his life. He uses coffee as a stimulant. It helps while writing every moment, memory and feeling he has, at every given point in his already lived life. He’s amazed how the memory stores absolutely everything, including the five, no make it six senses of every living moment of his life. Timothy in Greek means honouring God. He always envisions God as all knowing and all seeing and here he is realizing that truth. His whole life no matter how tried and tested it’s been, has been seen. It’s
been recorded with every single detail. Not just the experiences themselves; but every thought, every forethought and afterthought. All his words well from being. He records every notion and emotion that arises. Every pain, every pleasure, everything that can be imagined. It’s all there stored in his mind, his heart, his soul. Even every sense has some kind of receptor that stores all his life’s energy. Every nuance and circumstance unfurls in swirls upon remembrance. It’s like his brain retains the remains of whatever, whenever, however. He’s sure somewhere deep in the recesses of his mind his passing through the birth canal is
registered. The whole experience is magnificent. A beautiful possession. Surely artists must feel this when inspired. He is an artist. He’s experiencing what many in the field of creativity feel just maybe a little more than most. He’s so possessed he presumes he’s to be a proud Pulitzer Prize winner. For months he’s self-absorbed in the truest and purest way possible. Fuelled by coffee, tobacco, and the momentum of what he’s already written, he continues to vent until he’s spent. He then transfers his entire existence electronically from his computer, onto paper by way of his prehistoric printer. When he prints out all he’s written he’s
stupefied to see the storyline literally has a line drawn, as in dashed if not gashed through each word, of each sentence, of each page. More than 98,000 words of an abridged attempt at documenting his life is ruined. When he tries to read what’s printed out he suffers vertigo or something. It’s hard to decipher or make out what’s written with an unwanted line drawn through his life. It’s as if it was done deliberately to cross it all out. Perhaps the universe has no plans at present for his life to be in print. It sure seems so. "A Memoir - A Trilogy" Part I: If You Could Change One Thing Part II: Bind Nothing Part III: Closure
Do you know the difference between a faerie and a pixie? Would you like to find out? Felicia wonders if she’ll ever have a job she can keep, then comes across the opportunity of a lifetime. When she becomes the local inventor’s new apprentice, she discovers more than she ever imagined in a magical book. But can she help her new friends and stop the threat to both their realms? Enjoy this second story in the Enchanted Fairytale Series. Action, adventure, romance…and maybe a little magic. These stories are meant to be enjoyed by the entire family, so begin your adventure today.
A Witch's Craft Volume 1: Dictionary for a Witch's Grimoire
Spellcrafting
Glamour Witch
Closure
The Village That Raised Us
Yuletide Traditions for the Darkest Days of the Year

Twenty-five quick-and-easy projects include a range of special-occasion, holiday, and gift-giving options, covering how to create such options as decorated wreaths, bird houses, and candles using everyday materials. Original.
The definitive guide to candle magic, written by a leading authority with over 30 years of experience making magical candles and creating candle spells. Author Jacki Smith, founder of Coventry Creations (currently among the largest and most successful magical supply companies), shares her magical secrets with readers, enabling them to empower themselves through successful spell casting. Her book explains the nature of magic spells and provides examples for a wide variety of purposes including love, money, healing, and protection, liberally punctuated with tips from "Aunt
Jacki," deriving from her many years of experience. The Big Book of Candle Magic shows: How to create your own candles The basics of crafting your own spells How to use basic supplies for everyday magic
"Growing up also means making decisions for yourself." Lusinda will learn this thanks to an adventure that will lead her to meet fantastic characters and experience extraordinary and exciting situations, crossing an enchanted forest inhabited by magical creatures. Franca Turco: she is a novelist, but, every night, her little girl, before falling asleep, asks her to tell her an always different fairy tale. And so, between inventions and storytelling, "Lusinda and the Enchanted Candle" was born.
From the temples of ancient Egypt to the homes of modern Witches, cats have long been associated with magick and mystery. Examining cat mythology and folklore from around the world and sprinkled with enchanting cat quotes from famous feline admirers throughout the ages, The Enchanted Cat is a must-read for any magickal cat fancier. Witches, Pagans, and other magick-minded folks will love the dozens of charms, spells, and meditations included for working with feline power. A naming ceremony, lists of magickal cat names and correspondences, and spells and charms
for your cat's collar are just a sampling of the feline-friendly magick inside. Cat astrology, tarot, and even a discussion of feline feng shui make The Enchanted Cat a uniquely magickal exploration of our enduring fascination with the feline mystique. Winner of the 2007 Coaltion of Visionary Resources Award for Best Magick/Shamanism Book
???? ??? ??????? ??????. ???????? ? ????? ????? ????, ?????? ???? ? ?????? ???
Candles, Spells, Charms, Rituals and Devinations
Crafting Success & Abundance
A Spiritual Guide to Making Magic
The magical circle School Newsletter: November 2009
Exploring Candle Magick
It's show time at The Enchanted Opera. Maude is an opera singer whose voice has the talent to heal. On the night of an opera performance, she discovers that her human form has been transformed into a fairy, so she can no longer perform. Her rival, the opera singer Angelique, is a dark sprite who cast a fairy spell on Maude so she can't heal people anymore with her melodious voice. Angelique wants to receive all the attention at the theater herself, so she uses an ancient fairy spell to rid herself of Maude. For many years Maude tries to regain her natural human body. She asks for help from two other
opera singers, Jeanette and Zelda, who are also chorus members of the local Baptist church. They use an ancient fairy book of spells to counteract the first spell, as they battle the force of dark sprites who work for Angelique. Will Maude get her body back and be able to use her healing voice once again? The show must go on, but who will be performing?
"This book offers a history of glamour magick from a modern perspective, complete with a bounty of glamour magick spells. You can not only have fun with your appearance-be it a sparkly David Bowie-esque getup or a laid back wood nymph vibe-but you can also use glamour to express yourself and get what you want. This book will teach you how-at all price points and for all genders"-Tango lives the good life-a silver charm for his dog collar, a luxurious doggy bed, even tailor-made booties for walks in Central Park. Then, when his owners sail into stormy waters, the little Yorkie goes overboard! Washing up on an island far from home, Tango learns that sometimes it takes getting lost to find what matters most. This wonderfully fresh novel is perfect for fans of E. B. White and other classic animal stories.
Learn to give a tarot reading that will offer guidance for your day, or predict events for your entire year with the wisdom of The Enchanted Tarot. Since it was first published in 1992, the beautiful Enchanted Tarot deck has become a firm favorite with tarot readers around the world. Whether you’re new to the cards, or a more advanced reader, this elegant collection has something for you. Experience the reassuring accuracy of the cards, and the extraordinary images created by award-winning artist Amy Zerner. These miniature works of visionary art weave a richly detailed fantasy world that is impossible
to resist. The accompanying book by Monte Farber offers you guidance derived from your dream and waking states of mind and your resulting state of enchantment. Used regularly, The Enchanted Tarot will give you access to the wisdom of your Higher Self, offer you guidance for every day, and illuminate your life. So, whether you want to do an instant tarot reading to help with daily decision-making, or use it for a full forecast of your year, The Enchanted Tarot can help. Complete with 78 stunningly beautiful tarot cards (3.3" x 6.5"), a 208-page book, and a beautiful tarot bag, the 25th anniversary
edition of The Enchanted Tarot is a beautiful keepsake for tarot lovers everywhere.
The Enchanted Cat
Poems and Prose
Magickal Spells for Love, Lust, and Self-Protection
The Enchanted Tarot
Enchantments

The author of The Wicca Spellbook explains in simple language what magick is and the way in which it works. Readers will learn spells for every occasion and explore the magickal properties of herbs and gemstones, weatherworking, potion-brewing, and love enchantment. Includes a biographical section, directory of resources, and an annotated bibliography.
Unplug, relax, and return to the simpler life with these easy, step-by-step ideas for your favorite cottagecore activities including baking from scratch and easy container gardening. Returning to the simpler life has never been easier. If you’re craving the aroma of freshly baked bread, spending more time in nature, or seeing the sunlight filtering through homemade curtains, then cottagecore is for you! The Little Book of Cottagecore helps you make simple living a reality with delightful cottagecore activities you can enjoy no matter where you live. Whether you’re interested in
baking pies from scratch, basic sewing and cross stitch, gardening, beekeeping, or making candles and soaps, this book is full of fun, hands-on activities that make it easy and enjoyable to unplug from modern life. Full of step-by-step instructions and homegrown inspiration, you’ll find fun, practical ways to enjoy rustic and relaxing cottagecore activities in your everyday life.
A practical and accessible guide with everything you need to know to craft and cast spells that really work. A spell, which some refer to as a Witch’s prayer, is something nearly anyone can learn. One does not need to be initiated into any mystery cults, swear an oath of dedication to any god or goddess, denounce or convert to any religion, or even wear the label of a Witch or Wiccan in order to be a spell crafter. But among the things that are required, the most important ones are an open mind, true desire, and the will, patience, self-conviction, and courage to follow what is
within one’s heart, and the maturity to take responsibility for one’s own actions. Once you gain an understanding of how magickal energy works and learn the secrets to casting spells, you will be able to tap into your inner powers, focus, and direct them utilizing simple items found in the average home or easily purchased at the nearest occult shop. In fact, many of the herbs and other ingredients called for in spells can be found right in your very own kitchen! The casting of spells is an ancient art that has played an important role in many of the cultures and religions throughout
the world. This book is designed to be a guide to the history, philosophy, ethics, and practical application of spell crafting. Written with the novice-to-intermediate student in mind, it covers all areas of folk magick in an explorative and unbiased manner.
A prescient warning of a future we now inhabit, where fake news stories and Internet conspiracy theories play to a disaffected American populace “A glorious book . . . A spirited defense of science . . . From the first page to the last, this book is a manifesto for clear thought.”—Los Angeles Times How can we make intelligent decisions about our increasingly technology-driven lives if we don’t understand the difference between the myths of pseudoscience and the testable hypotheses of science? Pulitzer Prize-winning author and distinguished astronomer Carl Sagan argues that
scientific thinking is critical not only to the pursuit of truth but to the very well-being of our democratic institutions. Casting a wide net through history and culture, Sagan examines and authoritatively debunks such celebrated fallacies of the past as witchcraft, faith healing, demons, and UFOs. And yet, disturbingly, in today's so-called information age, pseudoscience is burgeoning with stories of alien abduction, channeling past lives, and communal hallucinations commanding growing attention and respect. As Sagan demonstrates with lucid eloquence, the siren song of
unreason is not just a cultural wrong turn but a dangerous plunge into darkness that threatens our most basic freedoms. Praise for The Demon-Haunted World “Powerful . . . A stirring defense of informed rationality. . . Rich in surprising information and beautiful writing.”—The Washington Post Book World “Compelling.”—USA Today “A clear vision of what good science means and why it makes a difference. . . . A testimonial to the power of science and a warning of the dangers of unrestrained credulity.”—The Sciences “Passionate.”—San Francisco Examiner-Chronicle
Science as a Candle in the Dark
Tours of a Happy Youth
How to Create and Cast Effective Spells
Tango
Exploring Spellcraft
Practical Prosperity Magick
From the days of the Magickal Childe, Enchantments & Magickal Realms Lady Rhea has developed her oil formulas that have been popular with her clients for years, now after forty six years in this grimoire she shares her secrets for all to know."Written in an enjoyable and easy-to understand style, The Enchanted Formulary is not only a phenomenal collection of magical recipes, but also a complete and comprehensive
course in working with oils. Because practitioners will find themselves referring to this book time and time again, I suggest buying two copies: One to use now - and one to have on hand when they've worn out the first!" - Dorothy Morrison, author of Everyday Magic and Utterly Wicked.Tucked away in drawers, I still have small bottles of Lady Rhea's formula oils that I purchased back in the '80s and '90s. Even though
now virtually empty, they are treasures and I cannot bear to part with them. Occasionally I open them, just to inhale the fragrances lingering in the tightly sealed containers. But Lady Rhea is an even greater magical treasure. Her mind is a vast repository of wisdom and knowledge, both esoteric and practical. Lady Rhea epitomizes the power and charm of New York City witchcraft. Plus, she's fun. If you ever have the
opportunity to learn from her, don't pass it by." - Judika Illes, author of Encyclopedia of 5000 Spells, Encyclopedia of Witchcraft, and other books of magic.Lady Rhea's Enchanted Formulary is a literally enchanting book! With her background working in New York's Warlock Shop, The Magickal Childe, and her own store, Magickal Realms, she has decades of experience and expertise which she offers the reader. My beloved
Lifemate, Morning Glory, was also an Enchantress and Kitchen Witch, and the cabinets in our Temple were filled with her bottles of various herbs, powders, oils, and other ingredients for her "potions and lotions" for every purpose imaginable. She would have loved this book! Of course, Lady Rhea provides the basic spells and recipes for Love, Money, Luck, and Wealth Oils. Successive chapters also cover Saints' Oils,
Spirituality Oils, Tarot Oils, Lenormand Oils, Zodiac Oils and Crystal Oils. Whatever you need to know for concocting fragrances, potions and lotions-and spells for using them-you'll find it here. And Michael Lloyd's chapter on "The History of Oils" is superb.Every Enchantress and Enchanter should have this marvelous little alchemical grimoire, for its comprehensive collection of recipes for the spells that clients
come looking for (as well as ones for our own personal uses). It will occupy a key place on your shelf of magickal resource books.Lady Rhea has also written an excellent book on candle magick: The Enchanted Candle: Casting and Crafting Magickal Light. - Oberon Zell-Ravenheart, author of Grimoire for the Apprentice WizardHeadmaster, Grey School of Wizardry.
Light and amusing, this selection of stories celebrates the everyday and springs with happiness. Join Anna, Samuel, Nina, Lione and Benjamin as they do everything from racing turtles at summer camp to having a mid-air encounter with a wild goat while ski-racing. This book is sure to delight young and old as you discover the world through these childrens eyes as they generally experience the natural wonder of the
world.
A Witch's Craft, Volume 2: A Witch's Book of Correspondences is a book of tables for all of the correspondences a Witch will use in their Craft work. A Witch's Craft, Volume 1: Dictionary for a Witch's Grimoire completes the set with all of the terminology, symbols, and cross-referenced correspondences a Witch will ever use.
Protect your energy, honor your intuition, raise your vibration, and build spells for every part of your life. “Hilariously conversational, deceptively deep, and phenomenally illustrated, Enchantments will blow your mind and make you laugh while imparting expert knowledge of witchcraft and why it’s so needed today.”—Natasha Lyonne, actress and producer Mya Spalter spent years among candles, herbs, cats, and spells as
an employee at New York City’s oldest occult shop, Enchantments. In this beautifully illustrated book, Spalter sets out to share ways that she’s found to live life magically and maintain spiritual connection with the elements and the universe. She offers an approachable compendium of magical knowledge that will equip you to construct your own original spells, build rituals around your intuition, and find your way
toward being your own unique kind of witch. Black and queer, Spalter has written this friendly, inclusive guide that will teach anyone how to: • Build an altar: Find the right tools to model the grace and beauty you aspire to find in your life. • Cast a self-love spell on yourself: Recognize your own strength and power to inspire happiness and fulfillment. • Clear out negative energies: Identify and rid yourself of
the things holding you back. • Set meaningful intentions: Create daily practices that positively affect yourself and the world around you. You will learn how certain colors can help raise your vibrations, directions for herbal blends and potions, the keys to banishing unfriendly spirits (with cleansing rituals or even a dance party), and invaluable instructions in the timeless arts of astrology, tarot, crystals, and
finding a parking spot downtown. Open this book and enchant your own life!
Enchanted Garden Crafts
Spell Bound: An Enchanted Fairytale
The Old Magic of Christmas
The Tale of an Island Dog
A Beginner's Guide to Creating and Casting Effective Spells
60 Enchanted Projects for the Creative Witch

Charm bags, also known as mojo bags and gris-gris bags, may be the most popular style of amulet or talisman in the world today. Around the globe, they are crafted by people from many cultures and spiritual traditions and are created for many purposes. Until now there has been no definitive guide to the art of creating these magical power objects. The Magical Art of Crafting Charm Bags
remedies this situation. Author Elhoim Leafar provides an introduction to the topic in this clear, focused book of practical magic, which features detailed instructions for making these bags. The strongest amulets are those you make yourself, and The Magical Art of Crafting Charm Bags shows you how. The Magical Art of Crafting Charm Bags contains 100 formulas intended for various
purposes including love, luck, success, happiness, health, wealth, protection, prosperity, and the attainment of goals and desires. Based on an eclectic blend of Wicca, hoodoo, and Latin American folk magic, the book also contains extensive lists of herbs, gems and minerals, essential oils, astrological positions, and colors that contribute to making your own personal amulets.
Instructions for casting circles and how to charge your charm bags are also included.
This whimsical book teaches one of the oldest and most common magickal arts: working with candles. The author offers tips on choosing candles to harmonize with astrological signs, how to burn candles effectively as a spell component, how to make magickal candles from scratch, and more.
When snow forces Gina to stop and spend the night at the Enchanted Inn, she’s less than happy to find her ex-fiancé there, too. But she can be civil for one night, especially after the innkeeper gives them a bottle of homemade wine to share. A few glasses of that wine sends Luke and Gina back to 1778, where Luke seems to think he’s someone called John—a man who knows more about life in
colonial times than he should. Gina may be able to deal with the hardships her new reality throws at her, but she doesn’t give up hope of finding a way home. And when she does find a way, she’s determined to take John with her—whether he wants to go or not.
Fiber Magick
The Enchanted Opera
Sex Witch
Blending Magickal Oils for Love, Prosperity, And Healing
Three Tiny Treatises
Supernaturally Enchanting and Spiritually Enlightening
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